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RIVUS ALTUS
More than 10.000 visual fragments from the Rialto bridge in Venice

Max Farina recorded with his camera every variation of light and everything that happened, 
staying still for 264 hours at the same place: the centre of the Rialto Bridge, the most crowded 
and photographed place in Venice, facing the Grand Canal. In two years, Massimiliano Farina 
has caught any change, focusing his attention on the single fragments that make up the land-
scape, as if looking through the eyes of flies and dragonflies. The result is not a single image, 
but a multiplicity of images.
The visual perception depends on the variable and almost infinitely changeable editing, of 
every single piece that make up a perfect and unstable, fascinating and ever-changing land-
scape: both night and day, sunrise and sunset, yesterday and the day before yesterday ... Si-
milar to puzzles, his images do not capture one single moment, but they become a perspective 
drawn by the time going by. They don’t interpret anything in a subjective or expressive way, but 
enhance the camera and its “mechanical” look, like a magical recording tool.
Farina uses photography to create images that you can only get thanks to the camera and to its 
technological unconscious. He “shatters the stereotype of Venice” and offers a kind of machine 
à voir which invites us to see the Grand Canal as through a magnifying glass, to scrutinize the 
slightest details made by light and darkness, waters and skies, buildings and boats, crowds 
and silence...

Gigliola Foschi

RIVUS ALTUS

35.267 photo-fragments
360 shooting hours on the bridge from 2013
18.500 gondolas passed under the bridge

These are the numbers of Rivus Altus, a photographic project that puts together, in an 
unedited way, the most famous panorama of Venice: the view from the Rialto bridge. 
Two years of stakeout (2013/2021) in the same place, night and day, with the aim to 
photograph changes of a landscape of the city through its views. Decomposing and re-
composing, approaching or moving away thousands and thousands of fragments made of 
light, shadows, silence and noise the user invents what judged to be the perfect panorama 
necessary to him, extracting it from the possible 3,8x10168 variations.

The project is work-in-progress 



XL78
78 fragments 18 x 12 cm

Frame sizes: 262,6 x 91,7 cm

Technique: Giclèe Fine Art Print, Plexiglas® Hard Coated + Plexiglas® XT White,
Floating fragments, aluminum frame, 2017.



M78
78 fragments 12 x 8 cm
Frame sizes: 175,6 x 61,5 cm

XS78
78 fragments 8 x 5,5 cm

Frame sizes: 123 x 47,2 cm



24 April 2013 h. 15:37

XL78#05 blue - 262,6 x 91,7 cm
M78#05 blue - 175,6 x 61,5 cm
XS78#05 blue - 123 x 47,2 cm



28 June 2013 h. 21:16

XL78#08 red - 262,6 x 91,7 cm
M78#08 red - 175,6 x 61,5 cm
XS78#08 red - 123 x 47,2 cm



XL78#01 - 262,6 x 91,7 cm
M78#01 - 175,6 x 61,5 cm
XS78#01 - 123 x 47,2 cm

XL78#04 day&night - 262,6 x 91,7 cm
M78#04 day&night - 175,6 x 61,5 cm
XS78#04 day&night - 123 x 47,2 cm



11 February 2014 h. 15:30

XL78#02 day&night - 262,6 x 91,7 cm
M78#02 day&night - 175,6 x 61,5 cm
XS78#02 day&night - 123 x 47,2 cm



6 January 2014 h. 01:56

XL78#07 gold - 262,6 x 91,7 cm
M78#07 gold - 175,6 x 61,5 cm
XS78#07 gold - 123 x 47,2 cm



XL78#09 night&day&night - 262,6 x 91,7 cm
M78#09 night&day&night - 175,6 x 61,5 cm
XS78#09 night&day&night - 123 x 47,2 cm

XL78#06 pastel - 262,6 x 91,7 cm
M78#06 pastel - 175,6 x 61,5 cm
XS78#06 pastel - 123 x 47,2 cm



12 February 2013 h. 16:13

XL24
24 fragments 18 x 12 cm

Frame sizes: 90,7 x 91,7 cm

M24
24 fragments 12 x 8 cm

Frame sizes: 64,3 x 64,5 cm 



XL24#02 boats day&night - 90,7 x 91,7 cm
M24#02 boats day&night - 64,3 x 64,5 cm

XL24#09 gold - 90,7 x 91,7 cm
M24#09 gold - 64,3 x 64,5 cm



XL24#04 - 90,7 x 91,7 cm
M24#04 - 64,3 x 64,5 cm

XL24#03 - 90,7 x 91,7 cm
M24#03 - 64,3 x 64,5 cm



21 July 2013 h. 17:50
XL24#01 boats - 90,7 x 91,7 cm
M24#01 boats - 64,3 x 64,5 cm



XL24#06 - 90,7 x 91,7 cm
M24#06 - 64,3 x 64,5 cm

XL24#08 pastel - 90,7 x 91,7 cm
M24#08 pastel - 64,3 x 64,5 cm



XL24#07 blue - 90,7 x 91,7 cm
M24#07 blue - 64,3 x 64,5 cm

XL24#05 gondolas - 90,7 x 91,7 cm
M24#05 gondolas - 64,3 x 64,5 cm



6 January 2014 h. 17:32

XL6
6 fragments 18 x 12 cm

Frame sizes: 31,4 x 89,7 cm

XL12
12 fragments 18 x 12 cm

Frame sizes: 48,5 x 87,7 cm



XL6#03 day - 31,4 x 89,7 cmXL6#05 red - 31,4 x 89,7 cm



20 July 2013 h. 21:07 XL6#01 blue - 31,4 x 89,7 cm



27 November 2014 h. 16:37 XL6#02 ivory - 31,4 x 89,7 cm



XL12#01 - 48,5 x 87,7 cmXL6#04 gold - 31,4 x 89,7 cm



XL12#02 bue - 48,5 x 87,7 cm XL12#03 gold - 48,5 x 87,7 cm



6 January 2014 h. 17:28

M18
18 fragments 12 x 8 cm

Frame sizes: 86,7 x 36 cm



XL18#02 goldenblue - 128 x 52 cm
M18#02 goldenblue - 86,7 x 36 cm

XL18#03 blue - 128 x 52 cm
M18#03 blue - 86,7 x 36 cm



XL18#04 pastel - 128 x 52 cm
M18#04 pastel - 86,7 x 36 cm

XL18#01 gold - 128 x 52 cm
M18#01 gold - 86,7 x 36 cm



METAL PRINT ON ALUMINUM

STAMPA SU ALLUMINIO

METAL PRINT ON ALUMINUM
Available for every 11.354 Rivus Altus fragments.

Realizzabile per tutti i frammenti di Rivus Altus (11.354).

Technique: Fine Art Print on aluminium hard coated.
Aluminum frame, 2017.

Standard size: cm 60 x 40
Maximum size available: cm 110 x 178



H4#02 - 60 x 40 cmH4#01 - 60 x 40 cm



H4#03 - 60 x 40 cm 21 November 2014 h. 17:46



Rivus Altus Wall, installation of 7800 photo fragments 

RIVUS ALTUS

Photo Wall

The vision of Max Farina, broken into thousands of photographic fragments and 
stacked on large walls, becomes a device that invites the user to approach, involving 
it in a dynamic dialogue.

What the artist is showing is the sum of what he has seen over the hundreds of hours 
spent on the Rialto bridge and returns to the public in a large WALL composed of 78 
blocks of 100 photographs each, placed on the wall, whose single sheets are taken off 
just as a calendar page.

A collection that asks the viewer to be chosen, carried home and preserved, according 
to the relational artistic practice, whose ultimate purpose is the encounter.



MILAN Private Collections



MILAN Private Collections



MR C. Residences - Beverly Hills, Los Angeles, California, 2017
Rivus Altus art works for the new luxury residences realized by Ray Kappe, iconic californian architect.

Beverly Hills





Born in Milan in 1974, he graduated in architecture at the Politecnico di Milano. In 1991 he started photography, doing 
reportage, architecture and land documentation, realizing both commissioned photo research and personal art projects. 
Parallel to his work as an architect and a photographer, he founded the communication agency Farina ZeroZero in 2010. 
In 2012, he started to develop the research Rivus Altus on the Rialto Bridge in Venice. The project ends in 2015, after 264 
shooting hours, 11,354 photo-fragments and 15,963 people portrayed. In 2016, he organised an unusual and structured 
exhibition Rivus Altus in Venice during the 15th Biennale of Architecture, and obtained important encouragement. In 2014 
with the photo project Nella Città (In the city), he won the 1st prize of the contest Periferie Possibili organised by the 
group Renzo Piano G124.

Among his most important exhibitions:
2017, RIVUS ALTUS - 10.000 visual fragments from the Rialto bridge in Venice, Milan, MIA Photo Fair and Turin, THE 
OTHERS Art Fair with Paola Sosio, Contemporary Art Gallery.
2016, Venice, RIVUS ALTUS - 10.000 visual fragments from the Rialto bridge in Venice, hosted by the Cultural Center 
Don Orione Artigianelli, during the XV Biennale of Architecture in Venice (catalogue sponsored by City of Venice and the 
University IUAV of Venice).
2015, Milan, NELLA CITTA’ - questioni del progetto urbano, Spazio BLU, during the Salone del Mobile of Milano.
2014, Milan GHOST - Deleted Spaces and DUBAI - Under Construction, during the Salone del Mobile of Milano.
2001, San Donato Milanese, Milan, SS9 Via Emilia, curated by Elio Bosio, Contemporary Art Gallery Cascina Roma 
(catalogue sponsored by the City of San Donato Milanese).
1998, Milan, Sulla mia strada, piazze, curated by Ludovico Meneghetti, University of Architecture Milano Bovisa 
(catalogue sponsored by the Politecnico di Milano).
1997, Milan, Belfast, curated by Wald Fulgenzi, Fuoricampo.

Among his publications:
RIVUS ALTUS - 10.000 visual fragments from the Rialto bridge in Venice, sponsored by City of Venice and the 
University IUAV of Venice, 2016.
DENTRO LA CITTA’ - le case e gli abitanti della cooperativa edificatrice Auprema, curated by Elena Malagoli, Silvana 
Editoriale, Milan , 2004.
CASE SPAZI ABITANTI - La Cooperativa Edificatrice Ferruccio Degradi a Milano, curated by Elio Bosio, CLUP 
publisher, Milan, 2002.
SS9 Via Emilia - Architettura del paesaggio e architettura nel paesaggio tra Milano e il Po, curated by Elio Bosio, 
City of San Donato Milanese, Milan, 2001.
SULLA MIA STRADA, PIAZZE, curated by Ludovico Meneghetti, sponsored by the Politecnico di Milano, Milan, 1998.

He has also published photo essays on several books, including:
2015, photo essay TRAME DI CITTÀ NEL PAESAGGIO VENEZIANO in the book Relazioni di paesaggio - Tessere 
trame per rigenerare i luoghi curated by Pier Luigi Paolillo and Massimo Venturi Ferriolo, Mimesis publisher, Milan.
2014, NELLA CITTA’ - questioni del progetto urbano, curated by Pierluigi Paolillo, Mimesis publisher, Milan.
2010,  ABITARE - il progetto della residenza sociale fra tradizione e innovazione, curated by Warner Sirtori, Maggioli publisher.
2008, FARINA PAVILION - Temporary construction becomes built architecture, curated by Marcello Pozzi and 
Emanuele Gipponi, Mllo publisher.

MAX FARINA BIOGRAPHY



ART WORKS

Technique: Giclèe Fine Art Print, Plexiglas® Hard Coated + Plexiglas® XT White,
Floating fragments, aluminum frame, 2017.

Sizes:
XL78 cm 262,6 x 91,7 n.78 fragments cm 18 x 12 each fragment
XL24 cm 90,7 x 91,7 n.24 fragments cm 18 x 12 each fragment
XL12 cm 48,5 x 87,7 n.12 fragments cm 18 x 12 each fragment
XL6 cm 31,4 x 89,7 n.6   fragments cm 18 x 12 each fragment
M78 cm 175,6 x 61,5 n.78 fragments cm 12 x 8 each fragment
M24 cm 64,3 x 64,5 n.78 fragments cm 12 x 8 each fragment
M18 cm 86,7 x 36 n.18 fragments cm 12 x 8 each fragment
XS78 cm 123 x 47,2 n.78 fragments cm 8 x 5,5 each fragment

METAL PRINT ON ALUMINUM, available for every 11.354 Rivus Altus fragments.

Technique: Fine Art Print on aluminium hard coated, aluminum frame, 2017.

Standard size: cm 60 x 40
Maximum size available: cm 110 x 178

PHOTO WALL 

7.800 fragments - 78 blocks of 100 photos each, photographic paper print.

Sizes: cm 585 x 180, cm 45 x 30 each or cm 273 x 90, cm 21 x 15 each. 

TECHNIQUE & SIZES

RIVUS ALTUS Max Farina
www.rivusaltus.it | www.maxfarina.it | maxfarina@maxfarina.it

ITALY
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